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Some of the many terrific owners of Onpicalo enjoying another Metropolitan win!

From the Stable
The feel of Spring is well and truly in the air and
there is and will be a number of our horses gracing
the track in the weeks ahead as our numbers in work
are currently very strong. We start off this
Newsletter by acknowledging the deeds of our
warrior in ONPICALO who has just recently gone
for his usual spell at this time of the year after his
last start 6th at Moonee Valley September 9.
ONPICALO raced through the Winter on largely
un assisted tracks for his style of racing but again
acquitted himself amazingly well and AGAIN was
able to capture Metropolitan success for the 8th prep
in succession! He earned connections $77,000 this
time around to take his overall stakes to
$472,975.00 and has just been a wonderful horse to
race. A 91 Rating still allows some scope for him
next time around but for now he goes to the paddock
in lovely sound order and can enjoy a Spring spell
which he thoroughly deserves! One of our more
promising gallopers in EXFLYTATIONS who
hasn’t quite delivered the promise as yet that she has
shown on the training track was unlucky first up at
Pakenham, finishing 7th when things didn’t go quite
right in the straight and then put in a most
uncharacteristic run at Geelong next up, however
she was vetted post-race and found to have suffered
an irregular heart beat which quickly rectified itself.
She has worked a treat subsequently and will be
running at Pakenham this coming Thursday. Back to
the dry tracks and with her super work in between,
EXFLYTATIONS is a horse that we would
recommend following over her next few starts!
Other horses that are currently in at Caulfield
include OUR BLANC CANVAS who is clearly an
immature NZ staying type who is just screaming out
for distance. Her first two runs at Pakenham and

Benalla were both over unsuitable trips and the
feeling is that distance will be her friend as will
be riding her a bit closer to the speed which
should see improvement. Whilst she is a 4YO she
is only now starting to accept and cope with the
rigours of racing and whatever she does now will
be good for her next time around before she gets
an opportunity to enjoy a Spring spell which
should allow her to furnish from a physical
viewpoint. Our Sebring gelding SEBEAT has
done everything right to date both with John
Ledger at Wangaratta and at Caulfield and is at
the trial stage and should be racing in the next
few weeks. Things didn’t quite go to plan for him
at his first run at Pakenham where all horses were
loaded and then unloaded and he got quite upset
by it all. Missing the start and getting kick back
certainly didn’t go well for his first race for
connections however he did win a trial leading
into that race and he has shown us enough at
Caulfield to suggest that he does have ability but
could be suited to getting out in trip, so he may
take a run or two before he gets to his optimum
trip! NORTHERN CHARM is another horse
who has just arrived into Caulfield from David
Feek’s operation at Mornington where David has
done a super job with her as she has come into
Caulfield in magnificent order. NORTHERN
CHARM really stepped up to the plate last time
around where she won 3 of 6 and raced very
consistently for her Syndicate. This 5YO was
very immature as a younger horse and has been
carefully managed which is why she has only had
9 career starts to date but now fully mature and a
horse that loves dry tracks, this mare will step up
this time around and Mick and I are hopeful that
we can eye off some Moonee Valley night racing
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Exflytations winning at Ballarat in March and ready to fire!
during November/December. She is a most
consistent on speed galloper is NORTHERN
CHARM and confident that she can improve on
her $55,060.00 in stakes that she has won for
connections to date!
There are a number of horses that are currently in
work or will be very soon and they include
FIGHTING HARADA, MISS CHIERRO,
MISS DAMITA and LIBERTY MADE all smart
unraced 2YO’S and 3YO’S. Our homebred 2YO
FIGHTING HARADA (named after the
legendary Japanese fighter of the same name) has
been in work with John Ledger for about 4 weeks
and is just a cracking Colt who so far has shown
plenty and a faultless attitude to date. The word
around town is that the FIGHTING SUN’S are
showing terrific ability in pre-training and it looks
like this guy is a part of that word as he is a
stunning individual and pleases all that handles
him. It is hoped that he can take the next step
when he arrives at Caulfield in the next few weeks
and not fall away as is quite often the case with
young horses. Our 3YO stocks are in good order
coming into the Spring with some nice types who
have shown good ability but fell away right at the
final stages before they were able to make their
race track debuts. MISS DAMITA is a lovely
Ocean Park filly destined for an Autumn 3YO
staying campaign and is a tough resilient filly bred
to get a trip. She trialled last time in after being in
work for 4 months which is testament to her
toughness whilst MISS CHIERRO is a big strong
PIERRO filly who has dramatically changed shape
and stature since we bought her at the Magic
Millions. She has trialled very nicely a couple of
times now, however time needed to be her friend
to help her physically and we have been very
patient with her. That time and patience has been
given by her owners which Mick and I believe will
pay off when she gets to Caulfield in a few weeks
as she will have the equipment in place for Mick
to fully push the button and present race day this

time around! Ditto the same comments for
LIBERTY MADE also as she is in exactly the
same boat as MISS CHIERRO being an
immature filly who has shown heaps of ability in
her work at Caulfield. She has for the last 2 preps
fallen over with shin soreness right at the trial
stage where we have had to stop and let her
mature. She has developed into a stunning filly
and is currently doing everything right with John
Ledger at Wangaratta and it shouldn’t be long at
all before she arrives into Caulfield where we can
test those shins again!
Our two Adelaide horses VIBRANCE and
BALLISTIC MISSILE who both were
transferred over to hall of fame trainer Leon
Macdonald half way through their respective
preps with Mick have had a couple of runs to
settle into the Adelaide routine before now
spelling. The horses were plagued with wet and
shifting tracks which were unsuitable to them
both which can explain their disappointing
performances with Vibrance doing the best of the
pair running 3rd at Morphettville in August. She
is a mare capable of winning in town over in
Adelaide which is the specific reason that she was
transferred having hit her mark in Victoria whilst
BALLISTIC MISSILE transferred over looking
for a drop in grade which Mick and I felt would
suit him. He needs a dry track and 1600 metres
and Leon I am sure this time around will be able
to place him to get the best result for connections!
Our young yearling purchases of this year have all
been broken in (with two being named) and are
ready to resume pre-training in the weeks ahead.
Our NZ Tavistock/Satin Slipper filly has done
everything asked of her in work with Jim Cherry
at Matamata and has just gone off for a wellearned Spring spell which should allow her to
flourish and blossom. She has come along in leaps
and bounds completing some barrier education in
her most recent prep. She showed some good
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speed in her final educational jump out at
Matamata which confirmed Mick and my original
thoughts when we purchased her that she is a
Tavistock with a turn of foot and will be suited to
the 1600 - 2000 metre trips over here. Whilst
obviously very early days she is a filly that carries
some nervous energy and likes to get on with it in
her work which is nice to hear and should present
at Caulfield next year when she comes over as a
filly ready to rock ‘n’ roll! Our 2 Written Tycoons
FRONT PAGE NEWS (Written Tycoon/ Our

Hollywood Miss) and TENNESSEE TYCOON
(Written Tycoon/Tennessee Royal) have both
pleased to date with their initial breaking in
education. FRONT PAGE NEWS is currently
spelling and has since around the middle of
August so he has a few weeks to go before he
resumes pre-training whilst TENNESSEE
TYCOON has had a lovely spell she is likely to
resume
pre-training with John Ledger at
Wangaratta at the end of the week

Northern Charm heading for victory at Pakenham in April this year and back in at Caulfield!

The Breeding Barn
Exciting news coming out of our Breeding barn sees our Written Tycoon/Rococco colt heading to the
2018 yearling sales and all reports from Woodside Park is that he is a cracking colt and in the top few on
their farm. It is always hard to know exactly what the best course of action is to take, whether to keep or
sell however this guy is a quality colt and given that and presenting with clean x-rays he would be
expected to make good money at hopefully the Magic Millions in January. A Written Tycoon colt out of
a young Fastnet Rock would expected to be popular particularly at this sale and I believe that we will
roll the dice with this colt and have a realistic reserve placed on him as insurance. It is exciting times for
this Syndicate and should we be lucky enough to get a nice result at the sales it will allow us to upgrade
the type of stallion that we can offer ROCOCCO. The mare ROCOCCO has just been served by
FIGHTING SUN this season which we are waiting the results of whilst ROYAL CHARADES is ready
to be served by NOT A SINGLE DOUBT at Sledmere after having a season off!

